Internal medicine residents’ achievement goals and efficacy, emotions, and assessments
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Abstract

Background: Achievement goal theory is consistently associated with specific cognitions, emotions, and behaviours that support learning in many domains, but has not been examined in postgraduate medical education. The purpose of this research was to examine internal medicine residents’ achievement goals, and how these relate to their sense of self-efficacy, epistemic emotions, and valuing of formative compared to summative assessments. These outcomes will be important as programs transition more to competency based education that is characterized by ongoing formative assessments.

Methods: Using a correlational design, we distributed a self-report questionnaire containing 49 items measuring achievement goals, self-efficacy, emotions, and response to assessments to internal medicine residents. We used Pearson correlations to examine associations between all variables.

Results: Mastery-approach goals were positively associated with self-efficacy and curiosity and negatively correlated with frustration and anxiety. Mastery-approach goals were associated with a greater value for feedback derived from annual ACP exams, end-of-rotation written exams, and annual OSCEs. Performance-approach goals were only associated with valuing ACP exams.

Conclusion: Mastery-approach goals were associated with self-efficacy and epistemic emotions among residents, two constructs that facilitate autonomous learning. Residents with mastery-approach goals also appeared to value a wider range of types of assessment data. This profile will likely be beneficial for learners in a competency-based environment that involves high levels of formative feedback.
Introduction

Motivation is broadly defined as the process by which goal-directed behaviour is initiated and sustained. Recently Cook and Artino\(^1\) argued the importance of “mak[ing] the theoretical foundations of motivation accessible to medical educators” (p. 998) and they included achievement goal theory as one of five contemporary theories of motivation that may be highly relevant to medical education. Medical education, including postgraduate residency programs, represents a competitive achievement context in which individuals exert effort to obtain desirable outcomes. Achievement goal theory uses the term “goal” to represent different aims a learner has in the particular achievement context.\(^2,3\) Specifically, in the hierarchical model of achievement goals, goals are conceptualized as consisting of two dimensions. The first dimension is competence and represents the extent to which individuals strive to gain competence or demonstrate competence. The former is labeled a mastery goal and the latter is labeled a performance goal. The second dimension is valence and represents the extent to which individuals move toward or away from their goal (approach or avoidance goals, respectively). Crossing competence and valence results in a 2 x 2 matrix with four types of goals: mastery-approach, mastery-avoidance, performance-approach, and performance-avoidance (Figure 1). Each goal is associated with a relatively unique pattern of cognitions, emotions, and behaviours that can support or impede student learning and success.\(^4\)

Figure 1. 2 x 2 model of achievement goals and definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competence</th>
<th>Valence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>pursuing behaviours with the aim of developing competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>wanting to demonstrate competence relative to others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relevance of achievement goals in academic (K-12 and post-secondary), sport, and work domains is well established because approach goals are more adaptive than avoidance goals.\(^5\) Mastery-approach goals are often considered the most beneficial of the four types of goals showing positive associations with persistence, self-regulated learning, positive emotions, and effort, although not necessarily academic grades.\(^6,10\) In contrast, both mastery-avoidance and performance-avoidance goals tend to be associated with maladaptive outcomes including heightened anxiety, poor grades, and low self-regulation.\(^11,12\) Performance-approach goals have the most complex pattern of outcomes often related to higher grades but also higher anxiety and procrastination, and lower perceptions of success and cognitive processing.\(^6,13\) Both cognitive and environmental interventions can help students embrace mastery-approach goals and reap the associated benefits.\(^14,15\)

Some research has focused on achievement goals specifically in medical students, and again mastery-approach emerges as the most adaptive. Mastery-approach goals correlated positively with how much medical students monitored their studying, used a deep approach to studying, and organized their studying\(^16\) and helped students see their curriculum as providing opportunities to develop rather than simply demonstrate competence.\(^17\) Performance-approach goals were positively correlated with organization of learning only.\(^16\) Achievement goals of medical students who recently entered clerkship did not have a direct relationship with either preceptor evaluations or pass/fail on a standardized-patient exam, but mastery-approach goals did.\(^17\) Both mastery-avoidance and performance-avoidance goals were positively correlated with surface approach to learning reinforcing that these are generally maladaptive goals.\(^16\)

Research on achievement goals in postgraduate medical education is sparse leaving important questions unanswered. For example, what are the relative levels of achievement goals for residents? As a group are they more likely to report mastery-approach goals as they strive to become competent professionals or do they report performance-approach goals in a system that remains competitive? How common are mastery- and performance-avoidance goals during this period of skill
accumulation? Moreover, there is no understanding of the relationships amongst residents’ achievement goals and certain cognitions, emotions, and assessments that are commonly associated with success. Toward this end, we have chosen to focus on self-efficacy, epistemic emotions, and different types of summative and formative assessment information as outcomes supportive of success.

Self-efficacy is defined as “people’s judgments of their capabilities to organize and execute courses of action required to attain designated types of performances.” Epistemic emotions are defined as emotions such as surprise or confusion that arise in response to the qualities of a learning task. Finally, summative and formative assessments are defined by the purpose of the assessment. The purpose of summative assessment is quality control: to assess student learning at the end of a unit. The purpose of formative assessment is learning: to use ongoing assessment data to support student progress and refine instruction. Feedback, reflection, and portfolios are common types of formative assessment. In particular, there is a substantial amount of evidence supporting the important role of feedback in student learning. We argue that residents’ perceptions of self-efficacy, epistemic emotions, and their valuing of formative over summative types of assessment are three areas that may be strongly related to their achievement goals as have been shown in other samples of students.

Efficacy, emotions, and assessment: hallmarks of adaptive motivation

Self-efficacy is arguably the most important cognition related to student success. Self-efficacy has proven to be the strongest psychosocial predictor of undergraduate college students’ achievement and persistence with a larger effect size than Standardized Achievement Test scores. In medical school specifically, researchers examined students’ self-efficacy in three domains of problem-based learning (PBL): group interactions, problem solving, and responsibility for learning. Each sub-domain of self-efficacy was positively correlated with students’ motivation to learn, planning and goal setting, strategy use and assessment, and lack of self-directedness. One explanation for these associations is that self-efficacy is supported by four factors that may be high in PBL programs including mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion, and emotional/physiological states. Outside of PBL, mastery-approach goals are regularly positively associated with self-efficacy. If mastery-approach goals are one route to enhance efficacy, then understanding this relationship in postgraduate trainees is crucial.

The study of students’ achievement emotions has been rapidly increasing in general student populations and revealing important implications for students’ learning. Achievement emotions can be elicited by students’ cognitive appraisals related to their sense of control and value over their learning activities and outcomes. High appraisals of control and value tend to be associated with pleasant emotions such as enjoyment or hopefulness whereas low control and value appraisals tend to be associated with unpleasant emotions such as boredom or hopelessness. In one study with medical students, Artino and colleagues showed that students’ emotions explained 14% of their national board shelf examination scores and 20% of their course grade. Other than this study, however, emotions remain underrepresented in research in medical education. This omission is particularly noticeable for epistemic emotions such as surprise, curiosity, and confusion, which are “triggered by the cognitive characteristics of tasks [and] can be of fundamental importance for learning.” No research has considered residents’ epistemic emotions even though they may regularly experience epistemic emotions as they seek out information related to patient cases. For example, residents may find a surprising contraindication, or this same contraindication may lead to frustration or even anxiety. Moreover, because achievement goals have been regularly associated with achievement emotions understanding how goals support or hinder epistemic emotions is important.

Finally, in both compulsory schooling and postgraduate medical education, there is a shifting emphasis from summative assessments of learning to formative assessments for learning. Assessment for learning is one of the core assessment principles in competency-based medical education, a growing and important movement globally but especially in Canada. In an assessment for learning environment, rather than being a marker of learning at the end of block, rotation, or program, assessment data is viewed as a source of information to guide residents’
educational path. Although few have investigated relationships between specific types of assessment (see Pekrun and colleagues\(^3\) as an exception), based on the theoretical underpinnings it seems reasonable to suggest that motivation is related to different types of assessments. Performance-approach goals likely orient students to traditional summative assessments and mastery-approach goals likely orient students to contemporary formative assessments.\(^3\) In residents, there is some qualitative evidence that they struggle to see the value of assessment for learning, and indeed their personal goals may shape how much they value different types of assessment.\(^3\) This relationship, however, has not been explored empirically.

**The purpose of this study**

We decided to explore postgraduate resident trainees’ levels of achievement goals or their relationships with self-efficacy, epistemic emotions, and valuing of various program assessments. We hypothesized that residents would most strongly report mastery-approach goals and that mastery-approach would be associated with more self-efficacy, adaptive epistemic emotions, and increased value for various forms of assessment feedback.

**Methods**

**Participants and procedures**

We used a correlational self-report design to collect data from 99 postgraduate year (PGY) 1-3 internal medicine residents at the University of Alberta in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. A research assistant attended an academic half-day and distributed paper copies of the questionnaire for residents to complete onsite. Participation was voluntary and took approximately 20 minutes of the session. Two procedures were in place to reduce feelings of coercion/pressure. First, everyone in attendance received a questionnaire regardless of whether or not they wanted to participate and were encouraged to simply hand in a blank form if they chose not to participate. Second, there were no administrators or faculty members in the room during the data collection. To include residents who were unable to attend the half-day we circulated the questionnaire via email. All participants received a $5 gift card to Starbucks as a thank you from the researchers. These procedures were approved by the University of Alberta's Research Ethics Board 2.

**Measures**

In addition to basic demographic information (age, gender, and year in residency), the questionnaire measured achievement goals (16 items), self-efficacy (3 items), epistemic emotions (12 items), and valuing of assessments used in the program (13 items). All non-assessment-related questionnaire items were based on pre-existing scales which we modified by changing “school” or “work” statements in the items or instructions to statements more specific to “residency” in order to increase the domain specificity of the scale.

For achievement goals, we used a shortened version of Baranik et al.’s\(^3\) 2 x 2 measure of achievement goals for the work domain, which had evidence of adequate reliability and convergent and divergent validity with employed psychology undergraduate students in two studies (coefficient alpha range .69 to .82). We reduced the 11 mastery-avoidance items to four items to match the number of items in the other three domains and to reduce participant fatigue in answering the questionnaire. We did not run a pilot study on the reduced four items. We were relatively confident that four items would be adequate to measure the construct because many other achievement goal measures with adequate evidence of reliability and validity require only three or four items per subscale.\(^3\) Participants responded to the prompt “In residency, my goal is...” on a 1 to 7 rating scale anchored by “strongly disagree” and “strongly agree.”

We used three items to measure residents’ self-efficacy for their residency program. The three items were based on recommendations from Klassen and Durksen\(^3\) when seeking a very short measure. Although the three-item scale was originally used with pre-service teachers, it was employed during a study on practicum placements, which might be considered similar to residency training. Their study provided evidence of adequate reliability over eight time points (coefficient alpha ranged from .79 to .94). Participants responded on a four-point rating scale where 1 = almost never, 2 = sometimes, 3 = often, and 4 = always as recommended by Schwarzer and Jerusalem.\(^3\)
Following Pekrun and colleagues, we collected data on 12 epistemic emotions in four categories. Their original validation paper suggested three items per category provided excellent evidence of reliability and validity. High valence positive activating emotions were measured by surprise, excited, astonished (labeled surprise) whereas moderate valence positive activating emotions were measured by curious, interested, and inquisitive (labeled curiosity). Moderate valence negative activating emotions were measured by frustrated, muddled, and irritated (labeled frustrated); whereas, high valence negative activating emotions were measured by nervous, worried, and anxious (labeled anxiety). Participants were asked to “think of a specific case you recently read around” and indicate the extent to which they experienced each emotion on a 1 to 5 rating scale where 1 = not at all, 2 = very little, 3 = moderate, 4 = a little, and 5 = very much.

The associate program director for assessment identified five categories of assessments that could support residents’ goals: 1) studying for and feedback from the annual American College of Physicians (ACP) Exam, 2) studying for and feedback from end-of-rotation written examinations, 3) studying for and feedback from the annual Objectives Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE), 4) workplace-based observation and feedback, and 5) reflection activities. The first three types of assessments represent traditional summative assessments of learning and thus may be preferable by students with performance-approach goals who look to show their competence relative to others. The last two types of assessment represent formative assessments of learning that may be more appealing for students with mastery-approach goals who desire to increase their competence on an intra-individual level. Participants responded to the extent to which these different assessments supported their goals on a 1 to 7 rating scale anchored by “not at all” and “very much”.

Analysis

All scales were summed such that higher scores represent a stronger identification with the underlying construct. We computed a coefficient alpha as a measure of reliability for each subscale and examined the descriptive statistics for all measures. We used SPSS for the main correlational analyses between all aforementioned variables.

Results

Fifty-one of approximately 60-70 residents in attendance at half-day completed the questionnaire with an additional 16 residents completing it online. The mean age was 28 years old, 58% were male and 42% female (none chose the non-binary gender classification), and 37% were PGY-1, 35% PGY-2, and 28% PGY-3.

The scales for mastery-approach, performance-approach, and performance-avoidance had acceptable alpha reliabilities (0.76-0.88). However, the reliability for mastery-avoidance (the domain that was shortened) was unacceptable and therefore omitted from all correlational analyses. All other measures had acceptable reliabilities between 0.61-0.93. Residents reported mastery-approach goals more than a full point above the next highest reported goal, which was performance-approach (Table 1).

For the main analyses, within the goals measures, mastery-approach goals were negatively related to performance-avoidance goals and unrelated to performance-approach; whereas, performance-approach and performance-avoidance were positively correlated (Table 2). Within the epistemic emotions, several expected correlations occurred; surprise and curiosity were positively correlated with each other, anxiety and frustration were positively correlated with each other, and frustration and curiosity were negatively correlated with each other. These appropriate relationships provide some evidence of validity for the constructs.

Next we consider the relationships between achievement goals, self-efficacy, epistemic emotions, and valuing summative and formative assessments. Mastery-approach goals were positively correlated with self-efficacy and with feeling curious, and negatively correlated with feeling anxious or frustrated during reading around important cases. Mastery-approach goals were also positively associated with valuing the ACP exam, the end-of-rotation written exams, and the annual OSCE as types of assessment that they view as supporting their goals. Finally, the performance goals had a few significant correlations. For example, performance-
focus on the adaptive associations that emerged for relationships between the four goal types. Next, we begin by discussing levels and formative assessments. As this is one of the first investigations of achievement goals of internal medicine residents, we begin by discussing levels and relationships between the four goal types. Next, we focus on the adaptive associations that emerged for mastery-approach goals. Finally, we examine the less adaptive and narrow set of results for the performance-approach and avoidance goals.

Discussion

The purpose of this research was to examine associations between achievement goals, self-efficacy, epistemic emotions, and internal medicine residents’ valuing of different summative and formative assessments. As this is one of the first investigations of achievement goals of internal medicine residents, we begin by discussing levels and relationships between the four goal types. Next, we focus on the adaptive associations that emerged for mastery-approach goals. Finally, we examine the less adaptive and narrow set of results for the performance-approach and avoidance goals.

In this sample, mastery-approach goals appear to be the best distinguished of the goals with a negative association with performance-avoidance goals and no significant correlation with performance-approach goals. Mastery-approach goals were also reported at a mean level more than a full point above the other three types of goals. Not only are these the most strongly reported goals, their associations with efficacy, emotions, and assessment are in line with research with other professional faculties such as education. Although most highly reported there remains room for improvement in terms of increasing mastery-approach and decreasing performance-avoidance. Working from the premise that scores of 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample item</th>
<th>N items</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goals (7-point scale)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery-approach For me, development of my skills is important enough to take risks</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>2.25 - 7.00</td>
<td>-1.09 .87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery-avoidance I just try to avoid being incompetent at performing the skills and tasks necessary in residency.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.00 - 6.50</td>
<td>-2.3 .47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance-approach I prefer to work on cases where I can prove my ability to others.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>2.00 - 7.00</td>
<td>-0.5 .76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance-avoidance I would avoid taking on a new task if there was a chance that I would appear incompetent to others.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.00 - 7.00</td>
<td>.39 .88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy (4-point scale)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy I’m confident I can do an excellent job in residency.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>1.33 - 4.00</td>
<td>-.18 .93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotions (5-point scale)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>1.00 - 5.00</td>
<td>.45 .75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curiosity</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>2.00 - 5.00</td>
<td>-.76 .61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frustration</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>1.00 - 4.33</td>
<td>1.34 .77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>1.00 - 4.33</td>
<td>1.11 .84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal and Informal Assessments (7-point scale)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACP examination Finding out in which areas you struggled on the annual ACP exam.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.00 - 7.00</td>
<td>-.31 .87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-of-rotation written examinations Studying for and writing end of rotation exams.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.00 - 7.00</td>
<td>-.55 .72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCEs Getting feedback on your diagnosis and management after reviewing a case with the fellow or attending.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.50 - 7.00</td>
<td>-.92 .81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace-based observation and feedback Reflecting on each rotation by writing a learning plan.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>2.00 - 7.00</td>
<td>-.94 .66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection activities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.00 - 7.00</td>
<td>-.09 .82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
assessments of self-avoidance goals were negatively related to emotions that hinder or impede learning. Facilitate learning and less likely to experience are more likely to experience epistemic emotions that mastery curiosity. This suggests that when anxiety and frustration and positively associated with approach goals were also negatively associated with the requirements of their training program. Mastery approach goals were also negatively associated with anxiety and frustration and positively associated with curiosity. This suggests that when residents with mastery-approach goals read around their cases they are more likely to experience epistemic emotions that facilitate learning and less likely to experience emotions that hinder or impede learning. In contrast to mastery-approach goals, performance-avoidance goals were negatively related to assessments of self-efficacy, suggesting that performance-avoidance goals compromise confidence in abilities. Moreover, performance-avoidance goals were positively associated with experiencing the types of epistemic emotions that would undermine learning.

Neither Workplace-based observation with feedback nor Reflection activities were significantly correlated with a particular achievement goal, although the associations were in the positive direction with mastery-approach and may reach significance in a larger sample. Based on mean scores, residents valued workplace-based observation and feedback the most. The lack of correlation with achievement goal orientation could mean that this type of feedback on real-life performance is valued by all residents independent of goal orientation; i.e., if one is performance focused, feedback that one is doing well can be interpreted as better than others and not worse than others. In contrast, reflection with writing a learning plan was valued the least and also did not correlate with any goal orientation. Although we expected those who hold mastery-approach goals to value reflection, writing an action plan was a mandatory component of the reflection exercise which may undermine its value.

Residents who endorsed mastery-approach goals viewed feedback related to their ACP exam, end-of-rotation written examinations, and OSCEs as supporting their achieving mastery-approach goals. In contrast, residents who endorsed performance-approach goals viewed only the ACP exam as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Zero-order correlations between all study variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Mastery-approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Performance-app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Performance-avoid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Self-efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Surprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Curiosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Frustrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. ACP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. End-of-rotation exams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. OSCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Workplace feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Reflections</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05, **p < .01

or greater on the 7-point scale represent firm endorsement of the goal, then 23% of residents did not endorse mastery-approach goals and 14% endorsed performance-avoidance goals. Although cutting across valences is less theoretically grounded, the positive association between performance-approach and performance-avoidance may be related to an emerging argument that some learners see these as opposite ends of a single continuum in such a way that “doing better than others” is the same as “not doing worse than others.”

Mastery-approach goals also had adaptive associations with self-efficacy and epistemic emotions. Specifically, residents who endorse mastery approach goals are more inclined to have positive appraisals of their self-efficacy suggesting that they are more confident in their abilities to meet the requirements of their training program. Mastery-approach goals were also negatively associated with anxiety and frustration and positively associated with curiosity. This suggests that when residents with mastery-approach goals read around their cases they are more likely to experience epistemic emotions that facilitate learning and less likely to experience emotions that hinder or impede learning.
supporting their goals. This may be because that in addition to reporting areas for improvement by content domain, the ACP exam reports percentile scores (i.e., comparison to peers) whereas none of the other assessments do; thus matching the focus on normative achievement that is typical of performance-approach goals. Performance-avoidance goals did not correlate with perceptions of any type of assessments as supportive of their goals during training. In fact, these correlations were often near zero, suggesting that residents do not see any connection between the assessments and avoidance goals. This may make sense insomuch as avoidance goals are most concerned with avoiding negative outcomes and all assessments have the potential to impart negative information. Nonetheless, it reinforces that performance-avoidance goals do not position residents well for the transition to assessment for learning, such as competency-based medical education, which will involve more attention on incorporating all assessment data to guide their own further development.

**Implications for practice**

As mentioned, 23% of the residents did not endorse mastery-approach goals and 14% endorsed performance-avoidance goals. If these numbers are similar in other residency programs we should consider encouraging mastery-approach goals in residency and minimizing performance-avoidance goals as much as possible. There are two major approaches to supporting mastery-goals, one focuses on changing the environment and the other on changing learners’ personal achievement goals. First, researchers have several recommendations for how to build a mastery-learning environment including allowing students to have choice, minimizing normative comparisons, and providing adequate time to meet program outcomes.44 Second, researchers have shown that brief psychosocial interventions such as attributional retraining15,45 can help students increase their endorsement of mastery-approach goals. Attributional retraining involves helping students shift their cognitions from uncontrollable and stable explanations for outcomes such as low ability to controllable and unstable explanations such as effort. In combination, environmental and individual interventions could be used to leverage mastery goals not only for postgraduate medical education but undergraduate as well.

**Limitations and future research**

The results presented here need to be interpreted in light of the following three limitations. First, we did not undertake a formal validity study for any of the scales used even though this is their first use with internal medicine residents. Ideally all created and modified scales would have been subjected to a pilot study prior to investigating relationships. However, this procedure would have ultimately drained our pool of participants. Since the constructs are well established with evidence of reliability and validity in the broader literature there was little reason to suspect the scales would be particularly problematic. Indeed, the pattern of relationships between the constructs noted in the current study provides some evidence of validity. Second, although we represented 68% of the entire group of internal medicine residents, the sample was drawn from a single institution and was not sufficiently large to look for differences between years of training. Future research could be conducted at multiple institutions to increase the sample size and representativeness. Finally, all data collected were self-report, and future research should examine how achievement goals relate to more real-world indicators of clinical competence.

In conclusion, our results suggest that as is the case in many domains,5 mastery-approach goals appear to be the most common and most adaptive for internal medicine residents. Specifically, mastery-approach goals were associated with increased self-efficacy, curiosity in learning, and higher value on feedback from assessments, all of which may help residents thrive during the imminent shift to a competency-based medical education environment. Programs may want to measure examining residents’ goal orientation and consider environmental and individual interventions to support mastery-approach goals.
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